9th April 2019
Eco fashion show
Venue: Italian Culture Institute
The Global Sustainable Fashion Week (#GSFW) was founded by the National Fashion League Hungary Association, which has been representing and showcasing the values of the indigenous fashion industry both in Europe and worldwide for many years.

The #GSFW is a unique event combining international conference, workshops, displays, fashion shows in the field of sustainable and ethical fashion & art - promoted by an outstanding professional International Executive Board - together with an international press conference, prominent presenters and special media appearance. The Global Sustainable Fashion Week is a sign of time, dedication and commitment that several entities have put in to present new perspectives in fashion to the world. Their aim is to continue and broaden this dialogue through conveying knowledge and providing unlimited resources and opportunities to make worldwide contacts. All the continents and about 15-20 countries are represented during this yearly event.

Guest Countries/Regions of Honour of the 4th #GSFW

ITALY, LATIN AMERICA/ARGENTINA, INDIA
PARTICIPANTS of the
4TH #GSFW

- eco conscious professionals working in textile and fashion industry including R&D&E
- designers, fashion brands in sustainable and ethical fashion
- companies using or/and offering sustainable and innovative technologies and solutions
- students of fashion schools
- representatives of organizations and fashion weeks
- sponsors and supporters with social reliability
- media experts

“Be the change that you wish to see in the world.”
— Mahatma Gandhi
PROGRAMS OF THE 4TH GLOBAL SUSTAINABLE FASHION WEEK

8TH APRIL 2019 – 5 P.M – PRESS CONFERENCE

9TH APRIL 2019 - 10 A.M - 5 P.M – INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

  **Topic – 1. Traditions and cross-border/cultural collaborations**
  - 7 P.M - 9 P.M – INTERNATIONAL ECO FASHION SHOWS

VENUE: Italian Culture Institute

10TH APRIL 2019 – 10 A.M – 5 P.M – INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

  **Topic - 2. Leadership and social responsibility; equal opportunities and transparency in the sustainable fashion**
  - 3. **Circular fashion, zero waste, environmental impacts**

VENUE: Budapest Chamber Of Commerce and Industry

Presentation of different creative, innovative eco designs at the venues of the 4th #GSFW

- **FASHION AND CULTURAL SIDE EVENTS**

VENUE: La Prima Fashion Hotel, Tildy Palace (EMBASSY OF ARGENTINA)

PLEASE FOLLOW THE UPDATES at the websites
The conference gives opportunity to gain knowledge and learn more of the newest trends for all sustainable, responsible fashion brands and designers.

The basic package include the participation of one of the conference days and exhibit 5 pieces of work at the venue. There is also a chance to place out communication materials, brochures.

The price for the basic package is €200 + VAT.

We offer one ticket to enter the International Eco Fashion Show with this package.

These packages do not include speaker opportunities, the showroom exhibiton, catwalk show and other VIP events.
The conference gives opportunity to gain knowledge and learn more of the newest trends for all sustainable, responsible fashion brands and designers.

The extended basic package include the participation of both conference days and the exhibition of 5 pieces of work at the venue. There is also a chance to place out communication materials, brochures.

The price for the basic package is €300 + VAT.

We offer one ticket to enter the International Eco Fashion Show with this package.

These packages do not include speaker opportunities, the showroom exhibiton, catwalk show and other VIP events.
The conference gives opportunity to gain knowledge and learn more of the newest trends for all sustainable, responsible fashion brands and designers. The Speaker’s Package includes opportunity to present at one of the international conference days, and be present at both days. There is also a chance to place out communication materials, brochures. There is a possibility to held a „commercial lecture” about the activity of the lecturer or her/his company, association.

The price for the speaker’s package package is from €150 + VAT. We offer one ticket to enter the International Eco Fashion Show with this package.

These packages do not include exhibiting opportunities, the showroom exhibiton, catwalk show and other VIP events.
The catwalk package gives opportunity to designers to present their eco collection of between 12-15 outfits at the International Eco Fashion Show.

The package includes the models, MUA, hair stylists, backstage and production managers/assistants.

The price for the basic package is €280 + VAT.

We offer one extra ticket to enter the International Eco Fashion Show with this package.

These packages do not include speaker opportunities, the showroom exhibiton and other VIP events.

4TH
Global Sustainable Fashion Week

8-11 April 2019
With the showroom package designers can present more designs at a special venue, where the showroom manager and assistant will make sure all items are carefully presented, exhibited and the area is tidy and neat to welcome visitors. Selected fashion bloggers, media agents and buyers will also be invited to the showroom to further popularize the exhibited designers’ work.

The price for the basic package is €280 + VAT.

We offer one ticket to enter the International Eco Fashion Show with this package.

These packages do not include speaker opportunities and other VIP events.
The Deluxe Package Includes:
- Participation of the conferences with items exhibited at the venue. (€300 + VAT)
- Speaker opportunity at one of the conference days. (€100 + VAT)
- Catwalk show (€280 + VAT)
- Showroom presentation (€280 + VAT)

The price for this package now is €820 + VAT, instead of €960 + VAT.

We offer one extra ticket to enter the International Eco Fashion Show with this package.
The VIP Package Includes all Deluxe package items, plus accommodation at the La Prima Fashion Hotel for four nights in double rooms with breakfast included.

The price for this package is ONLY €1000 + VAT now.

We offer 5 extra tickets to enter the International Eco Fashion Show with this package, plus a bus tour in Budapest.
More information can be found our website Alternatively email us at:
info@fashionhungary.com

8 – 11 APRIL 2019